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Are there any questions?



Designing involves considering multiple alternatives 
and choosing the one that best fits the client’s needs.

Design spaces help to organize design alternatives and 
the dependencies among the choices so the designer 
can analyze, predict, make tradeoffs, understand 
dependencies.

The designer’s principal responsibility is to understand 
the client’s needs and find solutions that satisfy those 
needs. Design spaces, like other tools and techniques, 
are a means to that end, not an end in themselves.



The Plaid Corporation collects and analyzes very large 
amounts of data. In addition to its central headquarters, 
Plaid Corp has branches located around the country; the 
branches are named Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green.
At the end of each month, each branch does some 
normalization and analysis of the data it has collected 
during the month and sends the entire dataset to Plaid 
Corp Headquarters.
Plaid then weaves the Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green 
results together and publishes a monthly report.
How should the Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green branches 
move their data to Plaid Corp headquarters? What 
factors (start with data size, distance, bandwidth) affect 
the decision?



How else could you move big datasets?

Pigeons

Sneakernet

Trucks



Pigeons are still (sometimes) faster than your internet
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/11/10/pigeons-are-faster-than-your-internet/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/11/10/pigeons-are-faster-than-your-internet/


Lest you think everyone has gigabit connections …



Sneakernet

Alt text:
Every time you email 
a file to yourself so 
you can pull it up on 
your friend's laptop, 
Tim Berners-Lee sheds 
a single tear.
From September 2011

https://www.explainxkcd.com/wi
ki/index.php/949:_File_Transfer

https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/949:_File_Transfer


Sneakernet

Never underestimate the bandwidth of a station wagon full of 
tapes hurtling down the highway.

–Andrew Tanenbaum, 1981

The bandwith of the Internet will surpass FedEx in 2040
https://what-if.xkcd.com/31/

https://what-if.xkcd.com/31/


Trucks: AWS Snowmobile https://aws.amazon.com/snowmobile/

A shipping container that can hold up to 100 petabytes of 
data — that’s 20 billion iPhone photos. Even with very fast 
internet speeds, 100 petabytes would take decades to upload 
to the internet. Trucking that data across the country would 
take only a matter of days.

https://aws.amazon.com/snowmobile/


How else could you move big datasets?

Pigeons

Sneakernet

Trucks

Any other ideas?



Using design spaces to compare designs

Mary Shaw. The role of design spaces. IEEE Software, vol. 29, no. 1, pp. 46- 50, Jan.-Feb. 2012, doi: 10.1109/MS.2011.121.



Using design spaces to capture domain knowledge

Mary Shaw and Paul Clements. A field guide to boxology: Preliminary classification of architectural styles for software systems. Proc. 
COMPSAC97, 21st Int'l Computer Software and Applications Conference, August 1997, pp.6–13. doi: 10.1109/CMPSAC.1997.624691 



Using design spaces to recommend design choices

Thomas G. Lane. User Interface Software Structures. PhD thesis, Carnegie Mellon University, May 1990. 



Using design spaces for evolving understanding of task

Guindon, R. Designing the Design Process: Exploiting Opportunistic Thoughts. Human-Computer Interaction, 5, 
305-344. doi: 10.1207/s15327051hci0502&3_6
Bill Curtis. Insights from empirical studies of the software design process. Future Generation Computer Systems, 
Volume 7, Issues 2–3, 1992, pp 139-149, ISSN 0167-739X, doi: 10.1016/0167-739X(92)90002-S



Using design spaces for tightly coupled decisions

In US elections, which five states should have early 
primaries?

18 states applied to be early; there 8,568 sets of five.
What factors should be considered?  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/interactive/2023/democratic-
primary-calendar-builder-tool/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/interactive/2023/democratic-primary-calendar-builder-tool/
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Designing involves considering multiple alternatives 
and choosing the one that best fits the client’s needs.

Design spaces help to organize design alternatives and 
the dependencies among the choices so the designer 
can analyze, predict, make tradeoffs, understand 
dependencies.

The designer’s principal responsibility is to understand 
the client’s needs and find solutions that satisfy those 
needs. Design spaces, like other tools and techniques, 
are a means to that end, not an end in themselves.



Exit ticket

Your grandparents have smartphones but no home computer.  
How would you send them each of the following?   Why?

greetings on their 40th anniversary 
(what if you just remembered it’s today?)

a photo of you winning the CMU Mobot competition

the 824 photos you took on your trip home over the holiday
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